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About This Game

Overview

A Story of Distress is a single-player stealth based adventure game built from the ground up for Virtual Reality. Play through a
campaign that features voice acting and intense story telling.

Story Overview

You and your brother set off to the big city of Aston in order to become successful merchants. There you meet a strange wizard
who makes a living off selling weird potions. You are given one of them which gives you strange powers that alter the world

around you. Later, your brother is murdered. You swear vengeance against the ones who dared defy you and your family, filling
your heart with pure rage. Use stealth to your advantage and try not to get consumed by rage.

Features

 Voice Acting

 Stealth Based Gameplay

 Campaign
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 Low poly stylized art style

 Up to 4 different weapons

 A Dark hidden Lore
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Title: A Story of Distress
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Yellow Panda Games
Publisher:
Yellow Panda Games
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit SP1

Processor: Intel Core i5 4460 @ 3.20GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 4GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Any sound card

English,German
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You have a BOW!
+ It's Free!
+ Got killed by a BOX!
+ PUZZLES!
+ did i mention, ITS FREE!

I made a gameplay review of the game, i would be so happy if you checked it out: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBlNyn7AI9c. A super charming, witty visual novel/game! Would 10/10 read to my terrible
child.. A fantastic game, expanding the already great first expansion of Heroes V. Simply great!. It is very frustrating, but
definitely worth it to earn the achievements to get the letters for a profile showcase.. Its so deep it looks right back around at
being stupid. 10/10.. what the ♥♥♥♥ is wrong with this game
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At the moment this game is VERY early access, so much so even it is broken to a point it has become unplayable. For 17 Euros
there is no excuse for the state this game is currently in.

Having said that, is does look great, but at 0.4 FPS it better be. That is all the positive I can say about this game at the moment,
since it is quite unplayable.

Practically everything is broken, meaning that when you start a game, it is laggy as hell. Now that's not a problem per se, I mean
I don't have a really fast processor, and I have to wait a few seconds for the world to load and stabilize even in Minecraft, but in
this game the engine doesn't stabilize, it is stuck at less than 1 FPS...

So you try lowering the settings to the bare minimum, and that's what I did. Problem is, the game keeps rendering the world
while you do this, even in Single player. Then you change the settings and find out you can't reduce the grass...hmkay, np...
Usually this is done over the graphics pipeline and my graphics adapter is more than capable of handling that, so you press Save
and return to the game...then the game crashes.

When you want to quit the game, meaning you close the game using the interfaces in a controlled manner, the game
crashes...???

Since I was unable to even walk around, that is about all I can say, there is too much broken and too much questionmarks about
the price, the state and the engine chosen to put more faith into this project.

But I have seen other teams start off like this and pull out quite succesfully, so I'll wait a few months, give the project some time
to mature and give it another try. But bear in mind that this game is running on a personal license for the Unity 3D engine. This
means that the developer(s) are allowed to sell only a limited amount of copies.

Buyer beware, wait for others like me to check this game out and make sure it is playable, regardless of the content or features.
The people from Steam have more on their minds than giving people refunds ;-)

Update 18-10-2015:

Game is now running at 4.0 FPS (in single player). Game no longer crashes after changing settings, and actually seems to apply
those settings now. Starting a single player game takes a long time during which there is no loading bar and the game is
registered by Windows as unresponsive, so a bit of a pitfall there (should load stuff asynchronized, so the interface doesn't
freeze up).

A little bit of hope is growing regarding this project.

Update 05-02-2017:

Game crashes when clicking Single Player in the main menu. Thought I'd revisit, but it appears it's just the ghost of a shell
now.... I found Frog Climbers to be difficult to control and I wasn't able to complete even a single level.. however the developers
did get back to me on that topic. Turns out that I was unlucky and the daily board for that day was particularly difficult! I got the
game from Humble Bundle (https://www.humblebundle.com/yogscast-jingle-jam) by supporting the Yogscast.

Here's the short video of my playing the game.. I honestly thought I had completely the level when I "made it" to the starting
line:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytlaFPsoKCI&index=8&list=PLySWle9ZKHFhWj6O1PfH3hapblV1e7MlI. Love Love
love! Being on a timer makes this game challenging. It's like FV2 Country Escapes on crack!. Driftmoon is wonderfully
nostalgic in its old school design, lack of voice acting, and its well hidden collectables. Other than the annoying religious
references throughout the game (and the fact that they placed a book of the entire new testament under a barrel), I thoroughly
enjoyed Driftmoon. The combat isn't very difficult, but the story is great, and the characters are fleshed out pretty well.

If you miss the old top-down games, pick this up on sale for $10.00 or less, and enjoy some nostalgia.. Started the game, had no
tutorials at all and couldn't get out of the first area.
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Dev has also abandoned the project. Thankfully it only cost me $.09. this is a fun game but short you guys need to add more
stuff to this game
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